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The Roots of Flower Arranging
This is the time of year when our cutting gardens are bursting with the last of the
season’s colors… It is an almost bittersweet time as we fill our vases with a rainbow of
fragrant blooms from the garden, knowing another fall and winter will pass before we
can do this again. We arrange our flowers with tender care, selecting a red rose for the
ones we love, snapdragons for strength, or perhaps calla lilies for beauty. The flowers
we arrange and give to others possess historic roots that grow deeper than those from
which they blossomed.
“Flowers always make people
better, happier, and more
helpful; they are sunshine, food
and medicine for the soul.”
Luther Burbank

Elaine B.~ Clyde Hill, a
valued customer, shared
these photos of her lovely
flower arrangements. She
cut these from her unique,

The earliest known flower arrangers were the ancient Egyptians in about 2500 BC.
They selected flowers for burials that were sacred or had religious meaning, such as
lotus flowers and water lilies. The practice of arranging flowers as gifts began in
prehistoric times when flowers were known more for their medicinal value than their
aesthetic value. Today, a gift of flowers is a common way to express love, sympathy,
apology, and a host of other sentiments.

There is also great cultural significance in the art of flower arranging. One example is
the tradition of the bride’s bouquet, containing specially chosen blooms that are both
emotionally significant as well as relevant to the theme of the wedding. A lesser known
tradition is the corsage worn by the groom in his buttonhole. This is actually a medieval
tradition that represents the declaration of his love for the bride by wearing his lady’s
colors.

Autumn Falls on September 22

“Edibles in the Landscape
and Cutting Garden.”
Designer ~ Jon Shepodd &
Installation ~ Jefferson
Landscaping

Labor day is upon us and the County fairs
are winding down. School is almost back
in session and traffic will be in gridlock
once again. Summer 2013 is coming to a
close. And what an amazing summer it
has been; filled with sunshine and record
temperatures.
Fall used to be my least favorite season
with the colors fading and the annuals
and perennials dying back for another
winter. But now I embrace the vibrant
colors of the leaves turning shades and
look forward to going to the Arboretum
and Japanese Gardens to enjoy a more
subdued beauty. The quiet splendor of
Autumn.
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What’s Growing on...
News & Noteworthy

From artichokes to tomatoes, beets to
raspberries we have been eating
extensively from our vegetable garden.
Ten foot sunflowers make us smile too!
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